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Problems in Real Analysis: Advanced Calculus on the Real Axis features a
comprehensive collection of challenging problems in mathematical analysis that aim to
promote creative, non-standard techniques for solving problems. This self-contained
text offers a host of new mathematical tools and strategies which develop a connection
between analysis and other mathematical disciplines, such as physics and engineering.
A broad view of mathematics is presented throughout; the text is excellent for the
classroom or self-study. It is intended for undergraduate and graduate students in
mathematics, as well as for researchers engaged in the interplay between applied
analysis, mathematical physics, and numerical analysis.
Introduction to Real Analysis, Fourth Edition by Robert G. BartleDonald R. Sherbert
The first three editions were very well received and this edition maintains the samespirit
and user-friendly approach as earlier editions. Every section has been examined.Some
sections have been revised, new examples and exercises have been added, and a
newsection on the Darboux approach to the integral has been added to Chapter 7.
There is morematerial than can be covered in a semester and instructors will need to
make selections andperhaps use certain topics as honors or extra credit projects.To
provide some help for students in analyzing proofs of theorems, there is anappendix on
''Logic and Proofs'' that discusses topics such as implications,
negations,contrapositives, and different types of proofs. However, it is a more useful
experience tolearn how to construct proofs by first watching and then doing than by
reading abouttechniques of proof.Results and proofs are given at a medium level of
generality. For instance, continuousfunctions on closed, bounded intervals are studied
in detail, but the proofs can be readilyadapted to a more general situation. This
approach is used to advantage in Chapter 11where topological concepts are discussed.
There are a large number of examples toillustrate the concepts, and extensive lists of
exercises to challenge students and to aid themin understanding the significance of the
theorems.Chapter 1 has a brief summary of the notions and notations for sets and
functions thatwill be used. A discussion of Mathematical Induction is given, since
inductive proofs arisefrequently. There is also a section on finite, countable and infinite
sets. This chapter canused to provide some practice in proofs, or covered quickly, or
used as background materialand returning later as necessary.Chapter 2 presents the
properties of the real number system. The first two sections dealwith Algebraic and
Order properties, and the crucial Completeness Property is given inSection 2.3 as the
Supremum Property. Its ramifications are discussed throughout theremainder of the
chapter.In Chapter 3, a thorough treatment of sequences is given, along with the
associatedlimit concepts. The material is of the greatest importance. Students find it
rather naturalthough it takes time for them to become accustomed to the use of epsilon.
A briefintroduction to Infinite Series is given in Section 3.7, with more advanced
materialpresented in Chapter 9 Chapter 4 on limits of functions and Chapter 5 on
continuous functions constitute theheart of the book. The discussion of limits and
continuity relies heavily on the use ofsequences, and the closely parallel approach of
these chapters reinforces the understandingof these essential topics. The fundamental
properties of continuous functions on intervalsare discussed in Sections 5.3 and 5.4.
The notion of a gauge is introduced in Section 5.5 andused to give alternate proofs of
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these theorems. Monotone functions are discussed inSection 5.6.The basic theory of
the derivative is given in the first part of Chapter 6. This material isstandard, except a
result of Caratheodory is used to give simpler proofs of the Chain Ruleand the Inversion
Theorem. The remainder of the chapter consists of applications of theMean Value
Theorem and may be explored as time permits.In Chapter 7, the Riemann integral is
defined in Section 7.1 as a limit of Riemannsums. This has the advantage that it is
consistent with the students' first exposure to theintegral in calculus, and since it is not
dependent on order properties, it permits immediategeneralization to complex- and
vector-values functions that students may encounter in latercourses. It is also
consistent with the generalized Riemann integral that is discussed inChapter 10.
Sections 7.2 and 7.3 develop properties of the integral and establish theFundamental
Theorem and many more
This second edition introduces an additional set of new mathematical problems with
their detailed solutions in real analysis. It also provides numerous improved solutions to
the existing problems from the previous edition, and includes very useful tips and skills
for the readers to master successfully. There are three more chapters that expand
further on the topics of Bernoulli numbers, differential equations and metric spaces.
Each chapter has a summary of basic points, in which some fundamental definitions
and results are prepared. This also contains many brief historical comments for some
significant mathematical results in real analysis together with many references.
Problems and Solutions in Real Analysis can be treated as a collection of advanced
exercises by undergraduate students during or after their courses of calculus and linear
algebra. It is also instructive for graduate students who are interested in analytic
number theory. Readers will also be able to completely grasp a simple and elementary
proof of the Prime Number Theorem through several exercises. This volume is also
suitable for non-experts who wish to understand mathematical analysis. Request
Inspection Copy Contents:Sequences and LimitsInfinite SeriesContinuous
FunctionsDifferentiationIntegrationImproper IntegralsSeries of FunctionsApproximation
by PolynomialsConvex FunctionsVarious Proof ?(2) = ?2/6Functions of Several
VariablesUniform DistributionRademacher FunctionsLegendre PolynomialsChebyshev
PolynomialsGamma FunctionPrime Number TheoremBernoulli NumbersMetric
SpacesDifferential Equations Readership: Undergraduates and graduate students in
mathematical analysis.
This elementary presentation exposes readers to both the process of rigor and the
rewards inherent in taking an axiomatic approach to the study of functions of a real
variable. The aim is to challenge and improve mathematical intuition rather than to
verify it. The philosophy of this book is to focus attention on questions which give
analysis its inherent fascination. Each chapter begins with the discussion of some
motivating examples and concludes with a series of questions.
Introduction to Real AnalysisIntroduction to Real Analysis, Fourth Edition
A newer edition of this book (ISBN 1530256747) is available. A first course in
mathematical analysis. Covers the real number system, sequences and series,
continuous functions, the derivative, the Riemann integral, sequences of functions, and
metric spaces. Originally developed to teach Math 444 at University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign and later enhanced for Math 521 at University of Wisconsin-Madison. See
http://www.jirka.org/ra/
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This is a text that develops calculus 'from scratch', with complete rigorous arguments.
Its aim is to introduce the reader not only to the basic facts about calculus but, as
importantly, to mathematical reasoning. It covers in great detail calculus of one variable
and multivariable calculus. Additionally it offers a basic introduction to the topology of
Euclidean space. It is intended to more advanced or highly motivated undergraduates.
This book is an attempt to make presentation of Elements of Real Analysis more lucid.
The book contains examples and exercises meant to help a proper understanding of
the text. For B.A., B.Sc. and Honours (Mathematics and Physics), M.A. and M.Sc.
(Mathematics) students of various Universities/ Institutions.As per UGC Model
Curriculum and for I.A.S. and Various other competitive exams.
Based on the authors’ combined 35 years of experience in teaching, A Basic Course in
Real Analysis introduces students to the aspects of real analysis in a friendly way. The
authors offer insights into the way a typical mathematician works observing patterns,
conducting experiments by means of looking at or creating examples, trying to
understand the underlying principles, and coming up with guesses or conjectures and
then proving them rigorously based on his or her explorations. With more than 100
pictures, the book creates interest in real analysis by encouraging students to think
geometrically. Each difficult proof is prefaced by a strategy and explanation of how the
strategy is translated into rigorous and precise proofs. The authors then explain the
mystery and role of inequalities in analysis to train students to arrive at estimates that
will be useful for proofs. They highlight the role of the least upper bound property of real
numbers, which underlies all crucial results in real analysis. In addition, the book
demonstrates analysis as a qualitative as well as quantitative study of functions,
exposing students to arguments that fall under hard analysis. Although there are many
books available on this subject, students often find it difficult to learn the essence of
analysis on their own or after going through a course on real analysis. Written in a
conversational tone, this book explains the hows and whys of real analysis and
provides guidance that makes readers think at every stage.
The Way of Analysis gives a thorough account of real analysis in one or several
variables, from the construction of the real number system to an introduction of the
Lebesgue integral. The text provides proofs of all main results, as well as motivations,
examples, applications, exercises, and formal chapter summaries. Additionally, there
are three chapters on application of analysis, ordinary differential equations, Fourier
series, and curves and surfaces to show how the techniques of analysis are used in
concrete settings.
This expanded second edition presents the fundamentals and touchstone results of real
analysis in full rigor, but in a style that requires little prior familiarity with proofs or
mathematical language. The text is a comprehensive and largely self-contained
introduction to the theory of real-valued functions of a real variable. The chapters on
Lebesgue measure and integral have been rewritten entirely and greatly improved.
They now contain Lebesgue’s differentiation theorem as well as his versions of the
Fundamental Theorem(s) of Calculus. With expanded chapters, additional problems,
and an expansive solutions manual, Basic Real Analysis, Second Edition is ideal for
senior undergraduates and first-year graduate students, both as a classroom text and a
self-study guide. Reviews of first edition: The book is a clear and well-structured
introduction to real analysis aimed at senior undergraduate and beginning graduate
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students. The prerequisites are few, but a certain mathematical sophistication is
required. ... The text contains carefully worked out examples which contribute
motivating and helping to understand the theory. There is also an excellent selection of
exercises within the text and problem sections at the end of each chapter. In fact, this
textbook can serve as a source of examples and exercises in real analysis.
—Zentralblatt MATH The quality of the exposition is good: strong and complete versions
of theorems are preferred, and the material is organised so that all the proofs are of
easily manageable length; motivational comments are helpful, and there are plenty of
illustrative examples. The reader is strongly encouraged to learn by doing: exercises
are sprinkled liberally throughout the text and each chapter ends with a set of problems,
about 650 in all, some of which are of considerable intrinsic interest. —Mathematical
Reviews [This text] introduces upper-division undergraduate or first-year graduate
students to real analysis.... Problems and exercises abound; an appendix constructs
the reals as the Cauchy (sequential) completion of the rationals; references are copious
and judiciously chosen; and a detailed index brings up the rear. —CHOICE Reviews
Presents the basic theory of real analysis. The algebraic and order properties of the
real number system are presented in a simpler fashion than in the previous edition.
Written for junior and senior undergraduates, this remarkably clear and accessible
treatment covers set theory, the real number system, metric spaces, continuous
functions, Riemann integration, multiple integrals, and more. 1968 edition.
Intended for an honors calculus course or for an introduction to analysis, this is an ideal
text for undergraduate majors since it covers rigorous analysis, computational dexterity,
and a breadth of applications. The book contains many remarkable features: * complete
avoidance of /epsilon-/delta arguments by using sequences instead * definition of the
integral as the area under the graph, while area is defined for every subset of the plane
* complete avoidance of complex numbers * heavy emphasis on computational
problems * applications from many parts of analysis, e.g. convex conjugates, Cantor
set, continued fractions, Bessel functions, the zeta functions, and many more * 344
problems with solutions in the back of the book.
Using an extremely clear and informal approach, this book introduces readers to a
rigorous understanding of mathematical analysis and presents challenging math
concepts as clearly as possible. The real number system. Differential calculus of
functions of one variable. Riemann integral functions of one variable. Integral calculus
of real-valued functions. Metric Spaces. For those who want to gain an understanding
of mathematical analysis and challenging mathematical concepts.
Typically, undergraduates see real analysis as one of the most difficult courses that a
mathematics major is required to take. The main reason for this perception is twofold:
Students must comprehend new abstract concepts and learn to deal with these
concepts on a level of rigor and proof not previously encountered. A key challenge for
an instructor of real analysis is to find a way to bridge the gap between a student’s
preparation and the mathematical skills that are required to be successful in such a
course. Real Analysis: With Proof Strategies provides a resolution to the "bridging-thegap problem." The book not only presents the fundamental theorems of real analysis,
but also shows the reader how to compose and produce the proofs of these theorems.
The detail, rigor, and proof strategies offered in this textbook will be appreciated by all
readers. Features Explicitly shows the reader how to produce and compose the proofs
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of the basic theorems in real analysis Suitable for junior or senior undergraduates
majoring in mathematics.
Based on courses given at Eötvös Loránd University (Hungary) over the past 30 years,
this introductory textbook develops the central concepts of the analysis of functions of
one variable — systematically, with many examples and illustrations, and in a manner
that builds upon, and sharpens, the student’s mathematical intuition. The book
provides a solid grounding in the basics of logic and proofs, sets, and real numbers, in
preparation for a study of the main topics: limits, continuity, rational functions and
transcendental functions, differentiation, and integration. Numerous applications to
other areas of mathematics, and to physics, are given, thereby demonstrating the
practical scope and power of the theoretical concepts treated. In the spirit of learning-bydoing, Real Analysis includes more than 500 engaging exercises for the student keen
on mastering the basics of analysis. The wealth of material, and modular organization,
of the book make it adaptable as a textbook for courses of various levels; the hints and
solutions provided for the more challenging exercises make it ideal for independent
study.
Education is an admirable thing, but it is well to remember from time to time that
nothing worth knowing can be taught. Oscar Wilde, “The Critic as Artist,” 1890.
Analysis is a profound subject; it is neither easy to understand nor summarize.
However, Real Analysis can be discovered by solving problems. This book aims to give
independent students the opportunity to discover Real Analysis by themselves through
problem solving.
ThedepthandcomplexityofthetheoryofAnalysiscanbeappreciatedbytakingaglimpseatits
developmental history. Although Analysis was conceived in the 17th century during the
Scienti?c Revolution, it has taken nearly two hundred years to establish its theoretical
basis. Kepler, Galileo, Descartes, Fermat, Newton and Leibniz were among those who
contributed to its genesis. Deep conceptual changes in Analysis were brought about in
the 19th century by Cauchy and Weierstrass. Furthermore, modern concepts such as
open and closed sets were introduced in the 1900s. Today nearly every undergraduate
mathematics program requires at least one semester of Real Analysis. Often, students
consider this course to be the most challenging or even intimidating of all their
mathematics major requirements. The primary goal of this book is to alleviate those
concerns by systematically solving the problems related to the core concepts of most
analysis courses. In doing so, we hope that learning analysis becomes less taxing and
thereby more satisfying.
Comprehensive, elementary introduction to real and functional analysis covers basic
concepts and introductory principles in set theory, metric spaces, topological and linear
spaces, linear functionals and linear operators, more. 1970 edition.
A Concrete Introduction to Analysis, Second Edition offers a major reorganization of the
previous edition with the goal of making it a much more comprehensive and accessible
for students. The standard, austere approach to teaching modern mathematics with its
emphasis on formal proofs can be challenging and discouraging for many students. To
remedy this situation, the new edition is more rewarding and inviting. Students benefit
from the text by gaining a solid foundational knowledge of analysis, which they can use
in their fields of study and chosen professions. The new edition capitalizes on the trend
to combine topics from a traditional transition to proofs course with a first course on
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analysis. Like the first edition, the text is appropriate for a one- or two-semester
introductory analysis or real analysis course. The choice of topics and level of coverage
is suitable for mathematics majors, future teachers, and students studying engineering
or other fields requiring a solid, working knowledge of undergraduate mathematics. Key
highlights: Offers integration of transition topics to assist with the necessary background
for analysis Can be used for either a one- or a two-semester course Explores how
ideas of analysis appear in a broader context Provides as major reorganization of the
first edition Includes solutions at the end of the book
A text for a first graduate course in real analysis for students in pure and applied
mathematics, statistics, education, engineering, and economics.
Spaces is a modern introduction to real analysis at the advanced undergraduate level.
It is forward-looking in the sense that it first and foremost aims to provide students with
the concepts and techniques they need in order to follow more advanced courses in
mathematical analysis and neighboring fields. The only prerequisites are a solid
understanding of calculus and linear algebra. Two introductory chapters will help
students with the transition from computation-based calculus to theory-based analysis.
The main topics covered are metric spaces, spaces of continuous functions, normed
spaces, differentiation in normed spaces, measure and integration theory, and Fourier
series. Although some of the topics are more advanced than what is usually found in
books of this level, care is taken to present the material in a way that is suitable for the
intended audience: concepts are carefully introduced and motivated, and proofs are
presented in full detail. Applications to differential equations and Fourier analysis are
used to illustrate the power of the theory, and exercises of all levels from routine to real
challenges help students develop their skills and understanding. The text has been
tested in classes at the University of Oslo over a number of years.
Real Analysis is a comprehensive introduction to this core subject and is ideal for selfstudy or as a course textbook for first and second-year undergraduates. Combining an
informal style with precision mathematics, the book covers all the key topics with fully
worked examples and exercises with solutions. All the concepts and techniques are
deployed in examples in the final chapter to provide the student with a thorough
understanding of this challenging subject. This book offers a fresh approach to a core
subject and manages to provide a gentle and clear introduction without sacrificing
rigour or accuracy.
A Readable yet Rigorous Approach to an Essential Part of Mathematical Thinking Back
by popular demand, Real Analysis and Foundations, Third Edition bridges the gap
between classic theoretical texts and less rigorous ones, providing a smooth transition
from logic and proofs to real analysis. Along with the basic material, the text covers
Riemann-Stieltjes integrals, Fourier analysis, metric spaces and applications, and
differential equations. New to the Third Edition Offering a more streamlined
presentation, this edition moves elementary number systems and set theory and logic
to appendices and removes the material on wavelet theory, measure theory, differential
forms, and the method of characteristics. It also adds a chapter on normed linear
spaces and includes more examples and varying levels of exercises. Extensive
Examples and Thorough Explanations Cultivate an In-Depth Understanding This bestselling book continues to give students a solid foundation in mathematical analysis and
its applications. It prepares them for further exploration of measure theory, functional
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analysis, harmonic analysis, and beyond.

This volume develops the classical theory of the Lebesgue integral and some of
its applications. The integral is initially presented in the context of n-dimensional
Euclidean space, following a thorough study of the concepts of outer measure
and measure. A more general treatment of the integral, based on an axiomatic
approach, is later given. Closely related topics in real variables, such as functions
of bounded variation, the Riemann-Stieltjes integral, Fubini's theorem, L(p))
classes, and various results about differentiation are examined in detail. Several
applications of the theory to a specific branch of analysis--harmonic analysis--are
also provided. Among these applications are basic facts about convolution
operators and Fourier series, including results for the conjugate function and the
Hardy-Littlewood maximal function. Measure and Integral: An Introduction to Real
Analysis provides an introduction to real analysis for student interested in
mathematics, statistics, or probability. Requiring only a basic familiarity with
advanced calculus, this volume is an excellent textbook for advanced
undergraduate or first-year graduate student in these areas.
Understanding Real Analysis, Second Edition offers substantial coverage of
foundational material and expands on the ideas of elementary calculus to
develop a better understanding of crucial mathematical ideas. The text meets
students at their current level and helps them develop a foundation in real
analysis. The author brings definitions, proofs, examples and other mathematical
tools together to show how they work to create unified theory. These helps
students grasp the linguistic conventions of mathematics early in the text. The
text allows the instructor to pace the course for students of different mathematical
backgrounds.
Mathematics education in schools has seen a revolution in recent years.
Students everywhere expect the subject to be well-motivated, relevant and
practical. When such students reach higher education the traditional
development of analysis, often rather divorced from the calculus which they
learnt at school, seems highly inappropriate. Shouldn't every step in a first course
in analysis arise naturally from the student's experience of functions and calculus
at school? And shouldn't such a course take every opportunity to endorse and
extend the student's basic knowledge of functions? In Yet Another Introduction to
Analysis the author steers a simple and well-motivated path through the central
ideas of real analysis. Each concept is introduced only after its need has become
clear and after it has already been used informally. Wherever appropriate the
new ideas are related to school topics and are used to extend the reader's
understanding of those topics. A first course in analysis at college is always
regarded as one of the hardest in the curriculum. However, in this book the
reader is led carefully through every step in such a way that he/she will soon be
predicting the next step for him/herself. In this way the subject is developed
naturally: students will end up not only understanding analysis, but also enjoying
it.
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Elementary Real Analysis is a core course in nearly all mathematics departments
throughout the world. It enables students to develop a deep understanding of the
key concepts of calculus from a mature perspective. Elements of Real Analysis is
a student-friendly guide to learning all the important ideas of elementary real
analysis, based on the author's many years of experience teaching the subject to
typical undergraduate mathematics majors. It avoids the compact style of
professional mathematics writing, in favor of a style that feels more comfortable
to students encountering the subject for the first time. It presents topics in ways
that are most easily understood, without sacrificing rigor or coverage. In using
this book, students discover that real analysis is completely deducible from the
axioms of the real number system. They learn the powerful techniques of limits of
sequences as the primary entry to the concepts of analysis, and see the
ubiquitous role sequences play in virtually all later topics. They become
comfortable with topological ideas, and see how these concepts help unify the
subject. Students encounter many interesting examples, including "pathological"
ones, that motivate the subject and help fix the concepts. They develop a unified
understanding of limits, continuity, differentiability, Riemann integrability, and
infinite series of numbers and functions.
This new approach to real analysis stresses the use of the subject with respect to
applications, i.e., how the principles and theory of real analysis can be applied in
a variety of settings in subjects ranging from Fourier series and polynomial
approximation to discrete dynamical systems and nonlinear optimization. Users
will be prepared for more intensive work in each topic through these applications
and their accompanying exercises. This book is appropriate for math enthusiasts
with a prior knowledge of both calculus and linear algebra.
This book provides a compact, but thorough, introduction to the subject of Real
Analysis. It is intended for a senior undergraduate and for a beginning graduate
one-semester course.
This book provides an introduction to basic topics in Real Analysis and makes
the subject easily understandable to all learners. The book is useful for those that
are involved with Real Analysis in disciplines such as mathematics, engineering,
technology, and other physical sciences. It provides a good balance while dealing
with the basic and essential topics that enable the reader to learn the more
advanced topics easily. It includes many examples and end of chapter exercises
including hints for solutions in several critical cases. The book is ideal for
students, instructors, as well as those doing research in areas requiring a basic
knowledge of Real Analysis. Those more advanced in the field will also find the
book useful to refresh their knowledge of the topic. Features Includes basic and
essential topics of real analysis Adopts a reasonable approach to make the
subject easier to learn Contains many solved examples and exercise at the end
of each chapter Presents a quick review of the fundamentals of set theory Covers
the real number system Discusses the basic concepts of metric spaces and
complete metric spaces
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The third edition of this well known text continues to provide a solid foundation in
mathematical analysis for undergraduate and first-year graduate students. The
text begins with a discussion of the real number system as a complete ordered
field. (Dedekind's construction is now treated in an appendix to Chapter I.) The
topological background needed for the development of convergence, continuity,
differentiation and integration is provided in Chapter 2. There is a new section on
the gamma function, and many new and interesting exercises are included. This
text is part of the Walter Rudin Student Series in Advanced Mathematics.
Preliminaries: Sets, functions and induction; The real numbers and the
completeness property; Sequences; Topology of the real numbers and metric
spaces; Continuous functions; Differentiable functions; Integration; Series;
Sequences and series of functions; Solutions to questions; Bibliographical notes;
Bibliography; Index.
Developed over years of classroom use, this textbook provides a clear and
accessible approach to real analysis. This modern interpretation is based on the
author’s lecture notes and has been meticulously tailored to motivate students
and inspire readers to explore the material, and to continue exploring even after
they have finished the book. The definitions, theorems, and proofs contained
within are presented with mathematical rigor, but conveyed in an accessible
manner and with language and motivation meant for students who have not
taken a previous course on this subject. The text covers all of the topics essential
for an introductory course, including Lebesgue measure, measurable functions,
Lebesgue integrals, differentiation, absolute continuity, Banach and Hilbert
spaces, and more. Throughout each chapter, challenging exercises are
presented, and the end of each section includes additional problems. Such an
inclusive approach creates an abundance of opportunities for readers to develop
their understanding, and aids instructors as they plan their coursework. Additional
resources are available online, including expanded chapters, enrichment
exercises, a detailed course outline, and much more. Introduction to Real
Analysis is intended for first-year graduate students taking a first course in real
analysis, as well as for instructors seeking detailed lecture material with structure
and accessibility in mind. Additionally, its content is appropriate for Ph.D.
students in any scientific or engineering discipline who have taken a standard
upper-level undergraduate real analysis course.
This unique book provides a collection of more than 200 mathematical problems
and their detailed solutions, which contain very useful tips and skills in real
analysis. Each chapter has an introduction, in which some fundamental
definitions and propositions are prepared. This also contains many brief historical
comments on some significant mathematical results in real analysis together with
useful references.Problems and Solutions in Real Analysis may be used as
advanced exercises by undergraduate students during or after courses in
calculus and linear algebra. It is also useful for graduate students who are
interested in analytic number theory. Readers will also be able to completely
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grasp a simple and elementary proof of the prime number theorem through
several exercises. The book is also suitable for non-experts who wish to
understand mathematical analysis.
Intends to serve as a textbook in Real Analysis at the Advanced Calculus level.
This book includes topics like Field of real numbers, Foundation of calculus,
Compactness, Connectedness, Riemann integration, Fourier series, Calculus of
several variables and Multiple integrals are presented systematically with
diagrams and illustrations.
The book contains a rigorous exposition of calculus of a single real variable. It
covers the standard topics of an introductory analysis course, namely, functions,
continuity, differentiability, sequences and series of numbers, sequences and
series of functions, and integration. A direct treatment of the Lebesgue integral,
based solely on the concept of absolutely convergent series, is presented, which
is a unique feature of a textbook at this level. The standard material is
complemented by topics usually not found in comparable textbooks, for example,
elementary functions are rigorously defined and their properties are carefully
derived and an introduction to Fourier series is presented as an example of
application of the Lebesgue integral. The text is for a post-calculus course for
students majoring in mathematics or mathematics education. It will provide
students with a solid background for further studies in analysis, deepen their
understanding of calculus, and provide sound training in rigorous mathematical
proof. Request Inspection Copy
"The topics are quite standard: convergence of sequences, limits of functions,
continuity, differentiation, the Riemann integral, infinite series, power series, and
convergence of sequences of functions. Many examples are given to illustrate
the theory, and exercises at the end of each chapter are keyed to each
section."--pub. desc.
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